ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
We are in a world that is rapidly relying on the technology. In the past years and for decades, fabulous expansion and development has been noticed in the field of different technologies such as communication and information. The increase of high speed has been used in videoconferencing, live streaming and also on the internet, the bandwidth of FSO is increasing hugely. Free Space Optics (FSO), known as optical wireless are systems of the telecommunication wireless that use free air from medium transmission to deliver optical data signals at highrates.Free Space Optics uses Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation (LASER) and Light Emitting Diode (LED) for transmitting data, instead of closing off the data stream on all sides in a glass fiber; this data is broadcasting through the air at a range between 780nm-1600 nm wavelengths. The use of these lasers is uncomplicated hypothesis which is similar to optical broadcasts using fiber-optic cables. The light goes through air more rapidly than the light in glass. That is the reason behind categorizing Free Space Optics as optical communications at the high speed as a light. These FSOs are already being used in different fields to communicate between submarines. Most of the fighter jets emit a lot of electromagnetic waves for the purpose of reducing the amount of electromagnetic waves jets. Different papers and studies show Free Space Optics data transmission through space. Advantges and its challenges are studied in their work.
In this paper, the performance of (FSOs) communication in the presence of atmospheric turbulence is presented. Factors that affect the performance of the communication channel in free space optical communication system is also presented inthe paper. In spite of the advantages of FSO, there are several challenges in a real-world deployment. Aerosol scattering, caused by the rain, snow and fog, leads to performance degradation. Another possible damage over FSO links is building-sway as a result of wind loads, thermal expansion and weak earthquakes and the key problem of SFO is that FSO links suffer from atmospheric turbulence because of scintillation, which leads to random amplitude fluctuations. This phenomenon, which is known as fading or scintillation, damages the link performance mostly for distances above 1 km.
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This paper is divided to different sections. The first section is the introduction and then the second section is how FSO works. The third section is FSO transmission. The fourth section shows the security of FSO and section fifth shows factors affecting FSO and the last Section presents our conclusions.
HOW FSO WORKS
Communication of Free space optics system functions as fixed Free Space Optical systems in other words the traditional. The technology is situated on the connection among Free Space Optics wireless units; each consists of an optical transceiver with a transmitter and a receiver to provide full-duplex capability (bi-directional). There is a fiber at the receiver side which turns the electrical signal to the optical signal in this end. A laser driver amplifies this electrical signal and provides enough current to drive the laser diode. Controlled light from the laser is heading for the receiver which focused their ray onto a silicon Avalanche photo Diode (APD). This APD changes the optical signal to an electrical one. After re-forming and some din filtering the electrical signal is turned back to the Optical signal. The maximum amount of data can be transferred at the speed of 2.5 Gbps.
In figure 1 , the process of FSO system is clarified as an optical aerial used to emit the ray using Single Mode Fiber (SMF) termination to free space.At the receiver the optical beam is focused onto the fiber for detection. And amplify the beam signal if the climate is not good and this will be done by the Erbium Doped Feedback Amplifier (EDFA). Since fiber and free space optical broadcast links hold the same optical signal is capable of utilizing developed technologies and optical components developed for high bit rate fiber transmission.A free space broadcast is equal to the SMF broadcast assuming we omit atmospheric turbulence factor. Scientists propose that between orbiting satellites we should add FSO systems and combine with a single mode fiber (SMF). When an optical ray is broadcast the atmosphere requires a large aperture lens for the camera because of the large diameter at the receiver. The optical signal that is focused onto the fiber using the lens will be affected by turbulence as it goes through the atmosphere and vibrations at the installation site. The disadvantage of atmospheric turbulence 3 will bring about the reductions changes in the Angle of arrival (AOA) and in turn will lead to important variations in the power of light concentrated on the Single Mode Fiber (SMF).
TRANSMISSION
Laser also called light-emitting diode (LED), provides the broadcast optical signals and affects all the transmitter capabilities of the system. Detector sensitivity has a very important role in the entire system performance. For telecommunication reasons, lasers which are able to be modulated at 20 Mbps to 2.5 Gbps can meet current demands. In addition, how the device is modulated and how much modulated power is formed both are important to the selection of a device. With Lasers of two wavelength (750nm -850nm) and (1550-1600nm), Free Space Optics systems have these characteristics:
-FSO operates for far distances at higher power levels -Tiny path and low power utilization -Works on a wide temperature range does not include main performance degradation.
-Finally, the mean time among breakdown that exceeds 10 yr.
SECURITY OF FREE SPACE OPTICS
The most important factor of transmitting data is security. FSO is much protected wireless system. Due to tight beam or beam confinement nature required for transmitting a signal, the laser beam cannot be detected by a spectrum of RF meter so it is one of FSO'S safe communications. The following are reasons behind FSO security:
-FSO laser beams cannot be detected with spectrum analyzers because of its security rather than other wirelesses.
-Laser transmissions travel alongside a line of sight path that cannot be encoded simply.
-Data can be broadcast over an encrypted connection adding to the degree of security that is available in FSO transmission networks.
-The beams of laser generated by Free Optics systematization are thin and imperceptible, making them more difficult to find and even harder to intercept and break.
FACTORS AFFECTING FREE SPACE OPTICS
As free space optics (FSO) has strong points, it also has some weak points that affect its actions when it transmits data these factors are as follows:
Environmental Factors
The FSO's link performance is mainly dependent on the climate of the location and the physical surroundings like buildings which can be obstacles. The weather is a key factor in the determining overall performance of an FSO link. An ordinary FSO system operates at a range that's twice or thrice that of the naked eye in any environment. Important factors affecting performance include atmospheric attenuation, scintillation, window attenuation, alignment or building motion, and solar interference. The above figure explains the factors of demerits of FSO such as scintillation, low clouds, fog, atmospheric and window attenuation, and obstructions that affect FSO during its transmission. In the figure it is very clear how those stands onthe path of the transmission of FSO, for instance if we look at the low clouds, they stand as a straight obstacle for transmiting FSO.
Atmospheric Attenuation
Fog considers as the contributor for atmospheric attenuation because it results in absorption and scattering. Rain and snow have less impact on the Free Space Optics. The impact of fog on visibility as the distance goes on can be seen in the diagram in figure 3 this is a representation of some pictures taken on a foggy day in Denver, Colorado. The figure shows that it could bound the accessibility of FSO connection. In these cases, a high power laser with mitigation techniques assist to improve the probability of link availability. Commonly, 1550 nm lasers are favorite choice during deep reduction because of their high transmitted power. 
Scintillation
Another challengingfactor that affect FSO is scintillation that is the change of light from bright light to dim light in a given period of time. The intensity of light changing is called atmospheric scintillation of a receiver that detects the signal from a transmitter. In other term, scintillation degrades Free Space Optics performance due to its temperature fluctuations of the signals received at the detector that is caused by variation in refractive indicator in transmitting path because of the temperature change. These indicators change because of the atmosphere to act like a series of small lenses that deflect portions of the light beam into and out of transmission path. The time scale of these fluctuations is of the order of milliseconds, approximately equal to the time that it takes a volume of air the size of the beam to move across the path, and therefore is related to the wind speed. Scintillation can change by more than an order of magnitude during the course of a day, being the worst, or most scintillated, during midday when the temperature is the highest.
CONCLUSION
In summary the findings and performance of Free Space Optics are explained and summarized in this article based on its characteristics, data transmissions and applications. FSO enables optical transmission through the air at high rate. Even though Fee Space Optics communications were studied for many decades, and its networking is still in its first stage because of its challenges that faces such as environmental factors (bad weather) while passing data through the space (air). Recent studies showed these factors and challenges of the weather and different studies are in process concerning this viewpoint to reduce the attenuation effects by presenting new system design like WDM -FSO, OFDM -FSO system. As a result new techniques can be designed by combination of these designs and by enhancing these techniques, system designing can be improved and the disadvantages of FSO system can be reduced to thelowest level.
